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Interview with Kevin Hydes, President of Keen Engineering 
The Sustainability Committee had the opportunity 
to interview Kevin Hydes, P.Eng., expert on green 
building design and president of Keen Engineering, 
on his thoughts about sustainability and engineer-
ing/geoscience.  

How did you become involved in sustainability?How did you become involved in sustainability?How did you become involved in sustainability?How did you become involved in sustainability?    
10 years ago, when I met Bob Berkebile from Kan-
sas City, the 'father' of North American architectural 

sustainable movement. [Bob Berkebile is a found-
ing principal of Berkebile Nelson Immenschuh 
McDowell Architects].  

List 3 books, people, and/or websites that have List 3 books, people, and/or websites that have List 3 books, people, and/or websites that have List 3 books, people, and/or websites that have 
influenced yinfluenced yinfluenced yinfluenced you the most in terms of sustainability. ou the most in terms of sustainability. ou the most in terms of sustainability. ou the most in terms of sustainability.     
Natural Capitalism [Paul Hawken, and Amory & 
Hunter Lovins – www.natcap.org], Small is Beauti-
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The green building industry has taken off in the 
past year, particularly with respect to LEEDTM—a 
building assessment tool that measures the envi-
ronmental performance of buildings. Most people 
who have used LEEDTM claim that, despite some 
weaknesses, it still is one of the easiest yet com-
prehensive building assessment tools available. A 
unique aspect of LEEDTM is its marking system, 
which ranks a building as Uncertified, Certified, 
Silver, Gold, or Platinum depending on the build-
ing’s environmental performance.  

Some jurisdictions in North America 
have already adopted green building 
initiatives, like LEEDTM, as policy. The City 
of Seattle, for example, requires that all 
new civic buildings achieve a minimum 
LEEDTM Silver rating. The City of Vancou-
ver is currently committed to applying 
LEEDTM in the development of Southeast 
False Creek and is considering adopting a LEEDTM 
standard for all new civic buildings. APEGBC Coun-
cil recently passed three motions encouraging 
Members to address sustainability issues as identi-
fied in the LEEDTM model.  

Policy is one thing—applying green building ideas in 
practice is another. Cost comparisons are slowly 
coming in, and it seems that often the capital costs 
for green buildings are slightly higher than conven-
tional building systems—an understandable deter-
rent to developers. Some jurisdictions, like the 
State of Oregon, have addressed this issue by pro-
viding a tax credit for all LEEDTM Silver and above 

buildings to offset the marginal increase in capital 
costs associated with green building design. The 
real cost savings materialize over time with poten-
tially significant savings in operating and mainte-
nance costs.  And as consumers become aware of 
the benefits of living in green buildings and begin 
to recognize LEEDTM ratings as a measure of envi-
ronmental performance, the market will begin to 
shift towards green buildings. 

As innovative green technology contin-
ues to emerge and the market becomes 
more comfortable applying this technol-
ogy, the environmental impact of build-
ings will continue to decrease. Future 
green buildings may in fact be com-
pletely self sufficient in terms of provid-
ing energy to inhabitants, processing 
waste onsite (or eliminating the concept 
of waste altogether), and managing 

stormwater runoff to recognize the value of rainfall 
as a source of water both for human use and eco-
systems. Factor in sustainable community devel-
opment, consideration of mobility and human well-
ness and green buildings may one day become 
sustainable buildings, as Peter Busby, well-known 
Vancouver architect, suggested in his presentation 
at the APEGBC Annual General Meeting.  

In the mean time, the green building industry is 
growing with the market offering many opportuni-
ties for engineers and geoscientists to apply their 
skills.                                                   

- Rob Dies, EIT, Editor 

 



The late Australian biologist Ludwig Von Berta-
lanffy defined a system as an entity which main-
tains existence through the mutual interaction of 
its parts. Systems exist everywhere – ranging in 
size from atoms to the universe and varying in 
scope from ecosystems to economic systems to 
communities. An interesting feature of systems is 
that the properties of a system are potentially 
quite different than the sum of its parts. For ex-
ample, the fact that we can speak cannot be at-
tributed to any one particular component of our 
body, but instead is a result of a system of or-
gans, parts of our body, and processes working 

together. As this example and Bertalanffy’s defini-
tion of a system imply, there are characteristics of 
a system as a whole that cannot be fully appreci-
ated without considering how the parts interact 
together.  

Take, for example, a concrete beam in a multi-
story building. To design the beam requires an 
iterative process of structural analysis of the 
building and detailed design of the beam by itself. 
In reality, the beam is always an integral part of 
the building despite the fact that a designer peri-

(Continued on page 4) 

Wood Leidal, notes that greenroofs could play an 
important role for stormwater management in the 
GVRD, considering that 90% of all 24-hour rainfall 
amounts are 25 mm or less - something that 
could easily be assimilated and naturally con-
trolled by a greenroof over the majority of the 
year. Care must be taken to ensure the integrity 
of the roofing system and to maintain a sealed 
cover to prevent water infiltration—a key consid-
eration in our wet climate.  Greenroofs also have 
a positive water quality benefit by reducing runoff 
water temperature and filtering atmospheric pol-
lutants. There is also evidence that greenroofs 
help to reduce the ‘urban heat island effect’ 

(Continued on page 5) 

Greenroofs consist of a "living" exterior that can 
range from relatively simple, lightweight and low-
maintenance grasses to complex gardens. While 
the concept is gaining popularity here in North 
America, greenroofs have existed in Iceland and 
parts of Europe for hundreds of years. The great-
est benefit to using a greenroof is its capacity to 
control runoff that enters storm drains, which 
discharge into local streams and coastal ecosys-
tems. With conventional non-porous roofing sys-
tems, runoff from the roof is essentially conveyed 
immediately to the stormsewer rather than slowly 
discharging into the receiving environment as 
would be the case with a natural ecosystem. Chris 
Johnston, P.Eng. and Project Manager at Kerr 

Defining Systems Thinking 

Technology Brief: Greenroofs 

and an integrated design team was formed to 
define specific sustainability design objectives. 
Building layout and location was thoughtfully cho-
sen to take advantage of sunlight and prevailing 
winds while at the same time minimizing the im-
pact on the surrounding ecosystem. A green roof 
was used to help control runoff and all rainfall is 
naturally filtered and fed back into the landscape. 
Natural cross-building ventilation is controlled by 
openable windows and enhanced by a natural 
‘stack effect’. Internal air temperature is largely 
controlled by a 36” diameter concrete pipe buried 
20 ft underground. See the Doors to Sustainabil-
ity website for more details. 

Case Study: Sechelt Justice Services Building 
The joint APEGBC-AIBC Doors to Sustainability 
exhibition (available online at www.apeg.bc.ca/
library/sustainability/doors/doors.html) features 
28 green building case studies. One example is 
the Sechelt Justice Services Building, designed by 
Johnston Davidson Architecture + Planning, Fast 
& Epp (structural), Keen Engineering 
(mechanical), Mahanti/Chu Engineering 
(electrical), Sharp & Diamond (landscape), and 
BC Building Corporation (project manager). The 
building was featured in the November issue of 
Innovation and won the APEGBC 2001 Environ-
mental Award Concept and Assessment Category. 
Sustainability was adopted early in the project 
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Vancouver Public Library 
Picture of greenroof 

Source: Landscape Architecture Magazine 

Sechelt Justice Services Building 

The earth itself is one system of which all 
other systems on earth are a part. It is 
more or less an open system in terms of 
energy and a closed system in terms of 
material.  



The Liu Centre, designed by Architectura 
(architect), Bush, Bohlman & Partners (structural), 
Keen Engineering (mechanical), Robert Freundich 
& Associates (electrical), Cornelia Hahn Oberlander 
Landscape Architects, and Haebler Construction 
(general contractor) is also featured in the Doors to 
Sustainability exhibition. Similar to the Sechelt 
Justice Services Building, a common vision and 
commitment to sustainability was adopted early by 
all key decision makers. Built on the footprint of 
the original building, a significant portion of the 
building materials, finishes and furniture (e.g.: 
heavy timbers, landscape pavers, radiators, & 
plumbing fixtures) were recycled from both the 
original building and offsite sources. The narrow 

building plan allows for good cross ventilation, 
daylight penetration, and access to views. Flyash 
concrete was used to reduce cement content by 
up to 50% per unit volume. This resulted in a 
reduction in CO2 emissions by approximately 62 
tonnes and a saving of 347 GJ of embodied 
energy—equivalent to operating the Liu Centre for 
approximately 5 months. A non-technical 
document was later prepared for the users of the 
building to increase awareness of the sustainable 
design strategies used throughout the building. 
The Liu Centre along with 27 other sustainability 
case studies is available on the Doors to 
Sustainability website at: www.apeg.bc.ca/library/
sustainability/doors/doors.html 

ries: Sustainable Sites, Water Efficiency, Energy & 
Atmosphere, Materials & Resources, Indoor Envi-
ronmental Quality, and Innovation & Design. 
Points are awarded for achieving specific goals 
clearly outlined in each category. The total num-
ber of points possible is 69. A score of 26-32 
points achieves basic certification; 33-38 
achieves Silver; 39 – 51 Gold; and 52+ achieves 
Platinum certification.  

How is a building certified?How is a building certified?How is a building certified?How is a building certified?    

At the moment, official LEEDTM certification is or-
ganized through the USGBC. The USGBC LEEDTM 

(Continued on page 5) 

Building assessment tools are used to evaluate 
the environmental performance of buildings. 
LEEDTM, which stands for Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design, is one example of an 
increasingly popular building assessment tool de-
veloped by the US Green Building Council 
(USGBC). A BC version of LEEDTM is currently being 
developed and a draft copy is available at: www.
greenbuildingsbc.com/new_buildings/
docs_for_review.html.  

How does LEEDHow does LEEDHow does LEEDHow does LEEDTM TM TM TM work?work?work?work?    

LEEDTM measures and ranks a building’s environ-
mental performance in terms of 6 general catego-

Case Study: Liu Centre for the Study of Global Issues, UBC 

LEEDTM BC—A Building Assessment Tool 

Greenroofs.comGreenroofs.comGreenroofs.comGreenroofs.com 
www.greenroofs.com 
Greenroofs for Healthy Cities Greenroofs for Healthy Cities Greenroofs for Healthy Cities Greenroofs for Healthy Cities  
www.greenroofs.ca/grhcc/main.htm 
BEES BEES BEES BEES ---- Building for Environmental and Economic Sustainability A Building for Environmental and Economic Sustainability A Building for Environmental and Economic Sustainability A Building for Environmental and Economic Sustainability As-s-s-s-
sessment Toolsessment Toolsessment Toolsessment Tool 
www.bfrl.nist.gov/oae/software/bees.html  
ATHENA Sustainable Materials InstituteATHENA Sustainable Materials InstituteATHENA Sustainable Materials InstituteATHENA Sustainable Materials Institute 
www.athenasmi.ca/index.html  
SystSystSystSystemsemsemsems 
www.outsights.com/systems/welcome.htm 
System DynamicsSystem DynamicsSystem DynamicsSystem Dynamics 
http://sysdyn.mit.edu  

Resources and Tools: Sustainability and Buildings 
GGGGreen Buildings BC reen Buildings BC reen Buildings BC reen Buildings BC (LEED BC document within) 
www.greenbuildingsbc.com 
Sustainable Building Information Center Sustainable Building Information Center Sustainable Building Information Center Sustainable Building Information Center (Canada) 
www.greenbuilding.ca  
US Green Building CouncilUS Green Building CouncilUS Green Building CouncilUS Green Building Council    
www.usgbc.org 
EcoDesign Resource SocietyEcoDesign Resource SocietyEcoDesign Resource SocietyEcoDesign Resource Society 
www.vcn.bc.ca/edrs/index.html  
Building Green Building Green Building Green Building Green  
www.buildinggreen.com  
Santa Monica Green Buildings Design and Construction GuidelinesSanta Monica Green Buildings Design and Construction GuidelinesSanta Monica Green Buildings Design and Construction GuidelinesSanta Monica Green Buildings Design and Construction Guidelines 
http://greenbuildings.santa-monica.org/index.html  
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LEEDTM, which stands for 
Leadership in Energy 
& Environmental 
Design, is a building 
assessment tool that 
can be used to measure 
the environmental 
performance of a 
building. 

Liu Centre for the Study of Global Issues 
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ful [E.F. Schumacher – www.schumachersociety.
org/]; Ray Anderson's latest book [Mid-Course Cor-
rection: Toward a Sustainable Enterprise: The Inter-
face Model – www.ifsia.com].  

How do the ideas of sustainability relate to your How do the ideas of sustainability relate to your How do the ideas of sustainability relate to your How do the ideas of sustainability relate to your 
work as an engwork as an engwork as an engwork as an engiiiineer? neer? neer? neer?     
'Minimization' is the essence of engineering excel-
lence. 

Is there a building in BC that stands out, in your Is there a building in BC that stands out, in your Is there a building in BC that stands out, in your Is there a building in BC that stands out, in your 
opinion, as being particularly green or sustainable opinion, as being particularly green or sustainable opinion, as being particularly green or sustainable opinion, as being particularly green or sustainable 
and why? and why? and why? and why?     
C.K. Choi Building (UBC) - It still is the most compre-
hensive piece of work even though it's almost 10 
years old. We continue to learn from this building. 

Is there a building elsewhere (outside of BC) that Is there a building elsewhere (outside of BC) that Is there a building elsewhere (outside of BC) that Is there a building elsewhere (outside of BC) that 
stands out, in your opinion, as being partstands out, in your opinion, as being partstands out, in your opinion, as being partstands out, in your opinion, as being particularly icularly icularly icularly 
green or "sustainable" and why?green or "sustainable" and why?green or "sustainable" and why?green or "sustainable" and why?    
De Montfort University, England - Really taught us 
how to push ahead with natural ventilation in mod-
ern buildings in a temperate climate. 

Do you think that engineers & geoscientists have a Do you think that engineers & geoscientists have a Do you think that engineers & geoscientists have a Do you think that engineers & geoscientists have a 
poor, okay, good, or excellent understanding of supoor, okay, good, or excellent understanding of supoor, okay, good, or excellent understanding of supoor, okay, good, or excellent understanding of sus-s-s-s-
tainability? tainability? tainability? tainability?     
Okay. We need to push much harder. 

What do you see as the major barrier to bringing What do you see as the major barrier to bringing What do you see as the major barrier to bringing What do you see as the major barrier to bringing 
ideas about suideas about suideas about suideas about susssstainability to practical application tainability to practical application tainability to practical application tainability to practical application 
within engineewithin engineewithin engineewithin engineerrrring/geoscience work? ing/geoscience work? ing/geoscience work? ing/geoscience work?     
Percentage fee contracts. These penalize good engi-
neering. 

How much influence do engineers & geoscientists How much influence do engineers & geoscientists How much influence do engineers & geoscientists How much influence do engineers & geoscientists 
have over impohave over impohave over impohave over imporrrrtant decisions that affect the sutant decisions that affect the sutant decisions that affect the sutant decisions that affect the sus-s-s-s-
taitaitaitainnnnability of a prability of a prability of a prability of a prooooject?  ject?  ject?  ject?      

Huge - we control the operating energy piece = 40% 
of all energy used in Canada.  

What are one or two qualities that engineers & geWhat are one or two qualities that engineers & geWhat are one or two qualities that engineers & geWhat are one or two qualities that engineers & geo-o-o-o-
scientists can bring to the table to help achieve scientists can bring to the table to help achieve scientists can bring to the table to help achieve scientists can bring to the table to help achieve 
sustainability? sustainability? sustainability? sustainability?     
Advocacy + ideas. 

How is the process and application of enginHow is the process and application of enginHow is the process and application of enginHow is the process and application of engineering eering eering eering 
design changing? design changing? design changing? design changing?     
We are breaking into two camps: 

• Commoditized work 
• Value based ideas work 

Clearly the latter is where we would like all engi-
neers to practice. 

How are the roles and responsibilities of engHow are the roles and responsibilities of engHow are the roles and responsibilities of engHow are the roles and responsibilities of engi-i-i-i-
neers/geoscientists changing? neers/geoscientists changing? neers/geoscientists changing? neers/geoscientists changing?     
Need to create a larger pool of knowledge based 
engineers, rather than resource consulting sector. 

From your perspective, what are the three specific From your perspective, what are the three specific From your perspective, what are the three specific From your perspective, what are the three specific 
things that APEGBC could do to facilitate greater things that APEGBC could do to facilitate greater things that APEGBC could do to facilitate greater things that APEGBC could do to facilitate greater 
understanding and practicunderstanding and practicunderstanding and practicunderstanding and practical application of the al application of the al application of the al application of the 
ideas of sustainability for engineers/geoscientists ideas of sustainability for engineers/geoscientists ideas of sustainability for engineers/geoscientists ideas of sustainability for engineers/geoscientists 
in their work? in their work? in their work? in their work?     
1) Continuing education for mentors  
2) Case studies of BC projects  
3) 50% of APEG budget should be 'invested' to  
      sustainable agenda 

What advice would you give to engineers & geWhat advice would you give to engineers & geWhat advice would you give to engineers & geWhat advice would you give to engineers & geo-o-o-o-
scientists who are interested in learning how to scientists who are interested in learning how to scientists who are interested in learning how to scientists who are interested in learning how to 
apply sustainability in their work?apply sustainability in their work?apply sustainability in their work?apply sustainability in their work?    
Look to the past. 

Do you have any additionaDo you have any additionaDo you have any additionaDo you have any additional comments/advice?l comments/advice?l comments/advice?l comments/advice?    
BC and APEG are creating a leadership position in 
North American relative to sustainable require-
ments for all engineers. Keep it up. 

Interview with Kevin Hydes Continued 
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odically analyses it separately from the building in order to design 
specific details like width and reinforcement. The way the building 
responds to forces is different from the way the individual beam 
section responds, so no matter what beam design is eventually cho-
sen, the designer has to ensure that the building as a whole will 
stand up to various load scenarios.  

Systems thinking, the process of understanding a system, is rele-
vant to sustainability because it encourages consideration of the 
direct and indirect implications of an activity or decision on a 
broader temporal and spatial scale. Coming to grips with the com-

plexity of “the bigger picture” is a challenge. Quite often, a complex 
problem is broken down into smaller components that are easier to 
manage and solve. Systems thinking goes one step beyond this by 
considering the bigger-picture impacts of all the sub-components 
acting together—just as the design of the beam requires an under-
standing of how the building works as a whole.  

Rigorous application of systems thinking generally employs the use 
of models to help simulate reality. Structural analysis of a building 
involves the use of computer models to simulate how the building 
will respond to various loads. As another local example on a much 
grander scale, the Georgia Basin QUEST Model (available to play 
online at www.basinfutures.net) simulates the impact of decisions 

Systems Thinking Continued 

Queens Building, De Montfort University 

Source: Queens Building Brochure 
http://naturalvent.mit.edu/Europe/queens.htm 

CK Choi Building, UBC 

Source: Institute of Asian Research  
www.iar.ubc.ca/choibuilding/Index.htm 

Stack OutletsStack OutletsStack OutletsStack Outlets 
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website (www.usgbc.org/programs/leed.htm) provides a summary 
of the three steps to certification.  

Is LEEDIs LEEDIs LEEDIs LEEDTM TM TM TM mandatory?mandatory?mandatory?mandatory?    

NO. LEEDTM is a voluntary building assessment tool. Some jurisdic-
tions like the City of Seattle; however, have adopted a minimum 
LEEDTM standard for all new public buildings as a matter of policy. 
The City of Vancouver is currently considering the merits of adopting 
a minimum LEEDTM standard for all new public buildings.  

Does LEEDDoes LEEDDoes LEEDDoes LEEDTM TM TM TM cost more?cost more?cost more?cost more?    

The answer to this will come over time as more case studies are 
documented. The USGBC took a first stab at the question by issuing 
a memo in August summarizing a number of case studies. In gen-
eral, they found initial capital costs to be 1-4% higher than conven-
tional buildings while long-term costs were “significantly lower”.  

What types of buildings is LEEDWhat types of buildings is LEEDWhat types of buildings is LEEDWhat types of buildings is LEEDTM TM TM TM most applicable to? most applicable to? most applicable to? most applicable to?     

LEEDTM is most applicable to existing and new commercial, institu-
tional and high-rise residential buildings. The underlying concepts 
embodying the LEEDTM process are also very relevant and useful for 
smaller residential building design.  

Some benefits of LEEDSome benefits of LEEDSome benefits of LEEDSome benefits of LEEDTMTMTMTM    

→  Simplicity–final results are summarized on a one-page 
‘scorecard’, 

→  Not overly prescriptive – room for interpretation,  
→  Potentially significant long-term cost benefits, 

→  Modifiable – can be modified to local conditions & regulations,  
→  Marketable – as it becomes more popular, consumers will begin 

to recognize the LEEDTM label as a measure of environmental 
performance.     

LEEDLEEDLEEDLEEDTM TM TM TM & APEGBC& APEGBC& APEGBC& APEGBC    

APEGBC Council recently passed the following motions regarding 
LEEDTM.  

a.     The LEEDTM model be the preferred method for building envi-
ronmental assessment in BC.  

b.     A proactive role be taken in encouraging the Associations’ 
Members to address sustainability issues such as are identi-
fied in the LEEDTM model.  

c.     The Association seek input from CEBC and the Sustainability 
Committee on implementing its recommendation to adopt the 
LEEDTM model.  

In response to these motions, a LEEDTM Task Force has been initi-
ated (yet to be approved by Council) to define the issues & recom-
mend solutions of implementing LEEDTM into engineering practice.  
Email Carol Lee at APEGBC (clee@apeg.bc.ca) for details or if you 
are interested in joining the Task Force. 

Where can I find more informationWhere can I find more informationWhere can I find more informationWhere can I find more information    

LEEDTM BC draft document is available on the Green Buildings BC 
website at www.greenbuildingsbc.com. The Cascadia Region of the 
USGBC, of which BC is a member, is hosting a LEEDTM Training 
Workshop in Vancouver on February 1st (see the Calendar of Events 
pg 6). Visit the USGBC website (www.usgbc.org) to learn more about 
LEEDTM. Visit the Canadian Sustainable Building Information Centre 
at www.greenbuilding.ca to learn more about national objectives. 

to identify how the building will impact the economy, society, and the 
environment. To an extent, we go through this process already – par-
ticularly with respect to the economics of a building. Even just a ba-
sic sketch of the life cycle of a building identifying how it interacts 
with other systems, like an ecosystem, provides insight into how the 
building will contribute to sustainability over time.  

In summary, a system is made up of interacting or interdependent 
parts and demonstrates properties that are potentially quite differ-
ent than the sum of its parts. Acknowledging this fact and applying it 
in design either through models or simple life-cycle diagrams is one 
step towards applying sustainability in practice.  

made today on various components of the Georgia Basin over time. 
‘Players’ can make decisions related to 40+ topics ranging from 
housing to energy to urban growth and then model the impact of 
these choices on the region’s social, environmental, and economic 
systems over time and space. In essence, the model allows users to 
make informative choices by showing the predicted long-term im-
pacts of their decisions.  

A simple alternative to creating a complex model is to draw a dia-
gram or flow chart of a system and its components over time and 
space. As an example for a building, we could draw a schematic 
showing how money, occupants, energy, or waste change over time 
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(Continued from page 2) 

where extensive use of typical urban surfaces, like asphalt, create 
unnatural hot spots. Furthermore, they can help conserve building 
energy by providing an insulating layer. Capital costs will exceed 
that of conventional roofing systems, but long-term operating and 

maintenance costs associated with the building may be less. The 
greatest indirect cost savings, however, comes from reducing the 
impact of stormwater runoff on the receiving environment. Who 
knows, once the benefits of greenroofs are fully understood and 
appreciated, maybe one day developers will be awarded cost credits 
to help offset the increased capital costs!  

Greenroofs Continued 



February 1st  
LEED Training WorkshopLEED Training WorkshopLEED Training WorkshopLEED Training Workshop; 8:30 AM – 5 PM; Morris J. Wosk Centre 
for Dialogue, Asia Pacific Hall, 580 West Hastings Street, Vancou-
ver; Registration: www.leedbuilding.org   

February 7th  
Under Pressure: Strategies for Protecting and Diversifying Urban Under Pressure: Strategies for Protecting and Diversifying Urban Under Pressure: Strategies for Protecting and Diversifying Urban Under Pressure: Strategies for Protecting and Diversifying Urban 
Green SGreen SGreen SGreen Spacepacepacepace; 7–8:30 PM; SFU Harbor Center, 515 West Hastings 
St, Vancouver; Tel: 604.291.5100, Email: city@sfu.ca, Web: www.
sfu.ca/city/ 

February 18th – 20th  
Symposium on Small Stream Channels and their Riparian Zones: Symposium on Small Stream Channels and their Riparian Zones: Symposium on Small Stream Channels and their Riparian Zones: Symposium on Small Stream Channels and their Riparian Zones: 
Their Form, Function and Ecological ImportaTheir Form, Function and Ecological ImportaTheir Form, Function and Ecological ImportaTheir Form, Function and Ecological Importance in a Watershed nce in a Watershed nce in a Watershed nce in a Watershed 
CoCoCoConnnntexttexttexttext; UBC; Contact Dan Moore @ Tel: 604.822.3538, Fax: 
604.822.6150, Email: rdmoore@geog.ubc.ca, Web: www.fcsn.bc.
ca/conferences/riparian.html   

February 20th – 21st  
Low Impact Development and Stormwater Management: Successes Low Impact Development and Stormwater Management: Successes Low Impact Development and Stormwater Management: Successes Low Impact Development and Stormwater Management: Successes 
and Resultsand Resultsand Resultsand Results; Victoria Conference Centre, Victoria, BC; Contact Chris 
LaRock, Capital Regional District @ Tel: 250.360.3149, Email: cla-
rock@crd.bc.ca, Web: www.crd.bc.ca/eng/education/workshop.htm   

Please let us know of other events by emailing sustainability@apeg.
bc.ca 

January 13th 
Whistler’s Ecological Footprint Whistler’s Ecological Footprint Whistler’s Ecological Footprint Whistler’s Ecological Footprint –––– Measuring Measuring Measuring Measuring Our Impact Our Impact Our Impact Our Impact; Open house 
@ 6:30 PM, lecture @ 7:30 PM; Chateau Whistler; Web:              
www.whistleritsournature.ca/index.html  

January 16th 
Liveable Region and Sustainability: Local Strategies for SustainabiLiveable Region and Sustainability: Local Strategies for SustainabiLiveable Region and Sustainability: Local Strategies for SustainabiLiveable Region and Sustainability: Local Strategies for Sustainabil-l-l-l-
ityityityity    
7—8:30 PM; SFU Harbour Centre, 515 West Hastings St, Vancouver;  
Tel: 604.291.5100, Email: city@sfu.ca, Web: www.sfu.ca/city/ 

January 17th 
GVRD Conference: The Liveable Region and SustainabilityGVRD Conference: The Liveable Region and SustainabilityGVRD Conference: The Liveable Region and SustainabilityGVRD Conference: The Liveable Region and Sustainability; Hilton 
Vancouver Metrotown, 6083 McKay Avenue, Burnaby; Contact Kris-
tina Nielsen @ Email: kristina.nielsen@gvrd.bc.ca, Fax: 
604.436.6811, Tel: 604.432.6385, Web: www.gvrd.bc.ca/consult/
Conferences/index.html#nr2 

January 26th  
Watershed Stewardship: Linking Watershed Function and RestorWatershed Stewardship: Linking Watershed Function and RestorWatershed Stewardship: Linking Watershed Function and RestorWatershed Stewardship: Linking Watershed Function and Restora-a-a-a-
tiontiontiontion;    8 AM–4 PM; Learning Lodge, Lower Seymour Conservation 
Reserve; Contact Habitat Conservation and Stewardship Program @ 
Tel: 604.209.9606 

January & February Calendar 

If  not now, when? If  not us, who? 

Sustainability Sustainability NowNow  
Newsletter of the Sustainability 

Committee of APEGBC 

APEGBC Sustainability Activities 
• Online sustainability survey. www.compassrm.com/

active/apegbc/sustysurvey/.  

• The successful Doors to Sustainability exhibition – 32 
sustainability case studies nicely framed in 30”x30” 
frames – is still available for display for a limited time. 
Please contact the Sustainability Committee if you are 
interested in displaying the exhibition in a public space. 
The exhibition is also available online at: www.apeg.bc.
ca/library/sustainability/doors/doors.html.  

• Launch of LEED Implementation Task Force. Please 
email Carol Lee at APEGBC (clee@apeg.bc.ca) for details 
or if you are interested in joining the Task Force. 
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Contact 
200 - 4010 Regent Street 
Burnaby, BC, Canada V5C 6N2 
Phone: 604.412.4860 
Fax: 604.430.8085 
Email: sustainability@apeg.bc.ca 
www.apeg.bc.ca/library/sustainability/
APEGsustainability.html 


